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The Edge of Doubt
There is always the edge of doubt.
Trust it.
That’s where the new things come from.
If you can’t live with it,
Get out because when it is gone you are on automatic,
Repeating something you’ve learned.

Let your prayer be:
Save me from that tempting certainty
That leads me back from the edge,
That dark edge
Where the first light breaks.
Albert Huffstickler

Keeping in Touch
March – April 2014 Celebratory Birthdays
Becoming 97
Mary Hobson, Simeon Houses............................... 18 April
Becoming 91
Irma Roehling, Camphill Farm Hermanus............... 27 April
Becoming 85
Dorette Schwabe, Ringwood.................................. 21 April
Becoming 75
Michael Morrow, Botton Village............................. 4 March
Shirley Wilson, West Coast S. Africa..................... 14 March
Mickey Nef, Botton Village................................... 19 March
Barbara Rodger, Beaver Run................................. 28 March
Becoming 70
Herman Gullich, Lehenhof....................................... 8 April
Hege Nesheim, Vidaråsen....................................... 16 April
Our apologies for the lateness in announcing the 80th
celebration of Adola McWilliam of Glenora Farm
Community, on 12 September 2013, we only knew later.
Thank you to those friends who responded to my note in the
last edition, especially Margrit Schallberger of Stroud, who
celebrated her seventieth birthday last year on March 29, and
enjoys connecting to the many people on these lists. I hope
you all feel the same. Just keep in contact and up to date. My
grateful thanks for your awareness.

Sandra
Any additions or changes, please let Sandra Stoddard know:
sandrastoddard@gmail.com
+44(0)1224733415

H

ow is your life and work in Camphill? Is it going
well, are you feeling enriched, needed, in the right
place at the right time? Or are you struggling – is Camphill changing too fast or is it not changing fast enough?
If you are a relative of someone who is living in Camphill, are you happy that your child/relative is living
where they are? Have changes come to their place and
is it benefitting them?
Write something. Tell us about your experience of
Camphill today, whatever your perspective – parent,
co-worker, resident/service user/villager/whatever you
would like to call yourself, cook, maintenance worker,
board member. We are longing to hear about how Camphill is for you. All perspectives welcome!
Your Editor, Maria
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Book announcement
Musical Anthropology:
Ideas for the Study of Music Therapy
Based on Anthroposophy
By Hans-Heinrich Engel
Paperback, 188 pages
Publisher: CreateSpace Independent
Publishing Platform (February 2, 2014)
ISBN: 978-1494463854
US $14.19

J

ust in time for Glencraig’s sixtieth birthday,
and forty years after Dr Hans-Heinrich
Engel’s death, his lectures on musical anthropology which were thoroughly edited for
publication (on his own insistence) by Marlise
Maurer and Johanna Spalinger with the help
of Dr Heinrich Schneider, are now available
in English for purchase from Amazon (both
.com and .co.uk).
Musical Anthropology is the title of a series of his lectures
given in the late sixties and early seventies. They were part
of a research into music therapy based on Rudolf Steiner’s

anthroposophy and were given in the context of
the work with children with complex needs and
learning disabilities in a number of residential
communities in Northern Ireland, Switzerland
and The Netherlands.
Hans-Heinrich’s approach to therapy was
unique and intuitive, but at the same time
based on his knowledge of and experience
with anthroposophical medicine. The lectures
give a fascinating description of the human
organs and of the life processes, especially
breathing. This book may stimulate those who
wish to work therapeutically with the medium
of music and are at the same time interested in
the spiritual background of the human being
as a basis for a deeper understanding of the effect of the elements of music. It may also be of
interest to those involved in other therapeutic
or medical professions, or simply those who wish to further
their understanding of the human being from a spiritual scientific point of view.
Edeline LeFevre (Translator)

The paradoxes of community
A brief overview of some apparent contradictions and ironies in communal life as elucidated by
Andrew Plant, Milltown Community, Scotland
Part One
(Part Two to follow in the next issue of
Camphill Correspondence)

J

ust think back to the time when you joined a Camphill
community for the first time. Try to remember why you
made this step. What motivated you to leave behind your
family, your friends and your place in mainstream society
and instead chose to become part of an alternative intentional service community? Were you responding to a
feeling of unease and dissatisfaction about some aspects
of society that you did not feel good about? Perhaps you
felt that you could find a better way of doing things? You
would have known that you were neither the first nor
the only person to have taken this step. You would soon
have realised that the community you joined was not the
only one of its kind but nonetheless you may not have
realised the full significance of your momentous decision.
Not only had you stepped into a particular contemporary
world-wide movement of intentional communities, you
had perhaps unwittingly also stepped onto an alternative path of history. In fact you had taken up your place
among a long line of people going back centuries, who
had refused to accept things the way they are and instead
set out to create their own alternative social reality.
No doubt there were a number of factors that called
you to community and it would not be surprising if somewhere among them there was the longing for both Eden
and Utopia. On the one hand the wistful hope to escape
the materialism, consumerism and self-centredness of
modern society and to re-capture a simpler and less
cluttered way of living, more in tune with nature and
more acutely aware of the promptings of one’s inner
conscience. On the other hand the fervent belief that it
is possible to create a better, more just, more peaceful
and more equitable society that allows each person to
develop to their full potential in freedom. Throughout
history these two paradoxical motivations – no matter
how illusory they proved to be in practice – have been
the fundamental and archetypal drives that have continually prompted people to build and join intentional
communities, the yearning to return to a better past and
the striving to create a better future.
Many, if not most, of the religious communities throughout history were formed by people with very strong
religious principles who rejected the worldly wealth and
power and what they saw as the corruption of the church
and the clergy. They modelled their communal striving on
the lives of the early apostles as described in Acts – a life
of simplicity, poverty and community of goods and a life
of service in spreading the message of Christ. At the same
time these religious communities saw their separation
from the world and their communal and godly lifestyle as
the necessary preparation for the impending millennium
– the second coming of Christ when He would establish
the kingdom of heaven on earth.
The secular communities also had one eye on the past
and the other on the future. Their members had a jaded
view of the forces that had ushered in the Industrial

Revolution and all that went with it – capitalism, the
division of labour, urbanisation and social dislocation.
In response to these perceived social ills they were
inspired to re-create the social cohesion and natural
lifestyle of pre-industrial village life. In much the same
way the archetypal Camphill community that you joined
was also based on land work, hand crafts and shared
living in an extended family setting. In addition the early
Camphill communities had always been wary of both
modernity and technology.
The builders of these secular egalitarian communities
held that the natural goodness inherent in each person
has become corrupted by the inequalities and imperfections in society, through the profit motive and through the
sanctity of private property. They were fired by the belief
that the individual is the product of their environment
and that is possible to create the perfect social order that
will in turn lead to the unfolding of human potential.
The Utopian society of the future will be founded on
the rational principles of education, enlightened cooperation and social and economic equality.
In the Camphill communities these principles are reflected in the firm belief in the innate dignity and higher
nature of each human being and the development of
new communal social forms grounded in the socialist
principles of the Fundamental Social Law.1
The modern manifestations of intentional communities, the eco-communities, are built on much the same
paradoxical foundations as their predecessors. In general
they eschew what they consider to be the worst aspects
of the modern world – the capitalist globalisation of the
economy, of culture and of the media, the centralised
power structures of mainstream politics and the ongoing
destruction of the environment. They also shun organised
religion and instead honour not just the feminine principle in general but the atavistic wisdom of Mother Earth,
paganism and tribalism. They hold that the only possibility of saving the world is through the use of modern
technology for the generation of alternative energy, the
re-creation of small scale social units and the emergence
of a new planetary consciousness. The term New Age is
proof of their millenarian hopes.
The Camphill communities predate the modern ecovillages and eco-communities but have shared their
essential concepts of rural, small scale, self-regulating,
egalitarian land-based communities working as far as
possible outside of the mainstream power structures. In
addition the Camphill communities share the millenarian
outlook of both historical and contemporary intentional
communities. Anthroposophy sees the course of history
as the on-going development of human consciousness
– from the state of group consciousness to individual
consciousness and then to a perfect future of a new age
of expanded universal consciousness.
There has always been a blend of pessimism and optimism in both millenarian and Utopian thinking. On the
one hand is the sense of loss, the fall from grace, the
expulsion from paradise, the experience that the Golden
Age lies in the past and can no longer be regained. As a
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result we have to endure division, depravity and darkness
in which the only future is the dystopian vision of the
end times; the War of All against All. On the other hand
is the optimistic anticipation of better times to come, a
new age will dawn and we will eventually witness the
fulfilment of the prophecies – the religious millennium
or the secular Utopia.
Perhaps also mixed in among your reasons for joining
an intentional community was the search for a sense of
belonging; a sense of finding common cause with likeminded people who are engaged in the shared quest of
bringing about a better world. Intentional communities are
by definition made up of people who have much in common and who attempt to foster mutual support and more
genuine relationships. Yet at the same time we know that
people crave for personal autonomy – for their own space
and time and the means to express their individuality.
Which brings us to the next paradox – namely that each
of us is both a social and an anti-social being; which
means that while we search in community for close
and meaningful social interactions and for supportive
and trusting relationships, we inevitably come across
interpersonal difficulties, conflict and power struggles.
I doubt that there is anyone who has ever lived in an
intentional community who at some point or another has
not experienced the interpersonal conflict and schisms
that not only destabilise but also destroy communities.
There are strange forces at work in intentional communities – forces that reflect something deep about human nature and that seem to make it almost impossible
to ever create that perfect utopian community that we
are all searching for. Those people who found and join
intentional communities are by nature non-conformists
who choose not to go along with the orthodox norms and
expectations of society. Putting together a group of such
strong-willed and contrary characters could not be expected to result in peace, harmony and social cohesion.
Yet, strange though it might seem, when such people
come together in community they submit willingly to a
much stricter and more demanding set of rules in their
newly-adopted mini-society than the ones that they had
rejected in the society they left. The difference is that they
have freely chosen their new and self-imposed social
discipline and find fulfilment in their submission to the
will of the community, which is regarded as something

higher than their own individual will. The irony is that no
sooner does the community begin to cohere than some
members begin to resist the new orthodoxy, to contest
the new leadership structures and to set up alternative
and conflicting camps. Schisms open up between the
more conservative members who seek to uphold the
traditional forms of the community and others who argue for more liberal and progressive ways of adapting
to change. Interpersonal conflict, power struggles and
ideological schisms are often a hallmark of intentional
communities and at times it seems that the urge for selfdetermination outweighs the striving for community.
On the personal level, it is an illusion to think that we
– and all the others – suddenly become better people
just because we have joined an intentional community.
Some aspects of a person’s make-up and their past and
some of the shadow aspects of human nature are hard to
overcome and, despite the best of intentions, conflict is
as rife in community as it is elsewhere. It is often easier
to admire the concept of community than it is to find
something to admire in my fellow communitarians. Who
has not at some point echoed the feeling – full of both
positivity and despair – ‘I love community – it’s the other
people I can’t stand’.
Interpersonal difficulties are just as rife in Camphill
as in other communities and yet I have the feeling that
outright and public conflict between Camphill people
is less of a feature today and is less damaging than it has
been in the past.
Perhaps this is due to the fact that new organisational
structures have to some extent replaced the influence of
dominant individuals and as a consequence community
processes are less susceptible to being derailed by strong
egos, personal antipathies and power disputes. In some
indefinable way, community seems to have become less
personal and perhaps also less intense and as a consequence communities are less disturbed by personal and
ideological issues. Could it be that the apparent lessening of interpersonal conflict and jostling for power is a
sign of community maturity and of wisdom learnt from
bitter experience, or could it be a sign that, due to the
fundamentally different ways that communities now
operate, community dynamics play themselves out differently than in the past?
andrew.milltownmail@btconnect.com

Endnotes
1 The Fundamental Social Law as
formulated by Rudolf Steiner. ‘In a
community of people working together,
the well-being of the community is
greater the less the individual claims for
themselves the proceeds of the work they
have done and the more they make these
proceeds over to their fellow workers and
the more the needs of the individual are
met by the work done by others.’
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Andrew has been
living in Camphill communities all
his adult life (so far) and is still trying
to comprehend the complexities and
subtleties of living in community.

Connecting again to our ‘first love’
A letter to the 18-, 37-, 56-, 74-, and 93- year olds
Jens-Peter Linde, Aberdeen, Scotland

A

t the Easter Conference in Sylvia Koti in 1977 Henning Hansmann gave a talk on the moon nodes,
the times in our lives when the moon stands in the
same position within the ecliptic of the zodiac as at our
births. During a period of several months, even up to a
year, the window through which we incarnated is open
again, and we can catch glimpses of our true intentions
here on earth.
While he was speaking I quietly added up with my
fingers the two times 18 years, 7 months and 9 days,
and voilá, it was my second moon node to the day! So,
mindful that my Higher Being should be shining into my
biography during this time I wondered what I would find.
Sure enough, at the social evening that night, when I was
feeling most comfortably at home within my Camphill
family, it dawned on me that I would have to leave all
these wise men and adorable ladies for a while and
embark on the training for the priesthood. After all, I had
left the home of my birth family after finishing school at
eighteen and three quarter years to train in life…
I thought I was a bit better primed when I turned fifty
six and expected a flash of insight, but – as Baruch liked
to say – “Who wants doesn’t gets!” Indeed, certain bold
ideas I had were cruelly squashed. It wasn’t enough to
wait for some revelation; what happened naturally in my
youth and was granted me by grace the second time,
had now to be actively achieved. But what was the true
calling within my responsibilities among the various
temptations? How could I cherish my ‘first love’?
I hold that our first love is the love we came to earth
with, the love we felt at the midnight hour when we
were inspired by the divine love to turn towards the earth
and to bring to it our very unique gifts. In the first of the
letters to the seven churches in Asia from the Book of
Revelation, the angel of the community in Ephesus is
made aware that he has left his first love. He is exhorted
to ‘remember whence he has fallen, and to reform and
to redeem the intentions of his origin.’ Well, if an angel
can deviate from his intended path, how easily can we?
But can we find a way to explore the nature of our first
love? How can we regain the intention of our origin, or
in King James’ language, ‘do the first works’? Can we
look through our moon node window to remember,
reform, and redeem this love?
I had to think of so many young people who grew up
as staff children and seem to be lost when they are just
around their first moon node. They have a hard time to
sift through the many options which their rich life has
offered them.
Then there are the thirty seven year old co-workers.
They have found their love working in Camphill, have
probably a young family, are very busy and seem quite
settled. But are they really fulfilling what they set out to
do originally? Could they be caught in a trap of the least
effort? Has their good life perhaps taken a bourgeois turn?
And with fifty six years of age one has proved one’s mettle and ought to step sideways to let the next generation
of co-workers take the helm, who otherwise could not
grow into their true potential. But where can one step

aside to? What can an experienced, mature houseparent/
work master graduate to? Does it need outer changes or
is now the remembering of our first love an inner task?
And how will it be at our fourth moon node, seventy
four years old, when we have retired from our active
duties? Will our first love have been retired too? Will
we just be waiting to go to the beyond – to find a new
first love? Or can we still be young at heart and blush
and whisper endearments to our angel? And how will
this look if we reach ninety three?
Of course, the answers will be unique, as our destinies,
our first loves are. Nevertheless, I believe that at each
of these stages we could be proactive in exploring and
clarifying our aims, to recommit gratefully or to adjust
the course courageously.
This article is written to encourage people to take part
in retreats in their respective years. The eighteen year
olds could have a great time in the Holy Nights, the time
when the angels may like to come close. Much depends
after all on their taking the right choices. Great if one
can encourage each other!
For the second moon node retreats I propose the time
between Ascension and Whitsun. One is coming up
to the time of midlife crisis, and the despair, which the
disciples felt when their master had disappeared into
the realm of clouds, may provide a suitable perspective. We might be able to follow with our visioning into
this etheric realm, but do it in togetherness and thus
consciously.
Perhaps the Michaelmas tide is a good backdrop for
the third moon node. It takes a lot of courage, if one
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wants to make any adjustments at this age. Will we find
our feet again? Do we still have the energy to refresh the
intentions of our origin? The solidarity that can spring
from a retreat could help immensely.
Would not Advent be a beautiful time for the older ones
to meet? After all, the Christ Child is approaching and
who can better appreciate that than grannies and grandpas? I believe that the older we become the stronger the
child in us can speak, but sometimes it needs help from
each other to find the words.
And if any ninety three year old is up to a retreat I would
think that any of the other groups would be honoured
to welcome a senior citizen in their midst. How exciting it would be to hear of the first love of someone who
has seen it all?
Perhaps this is a realm where some of those experienced, mature houseparents/work masters mentioned
above could find a task in organising and leading such
retreats. I believe it would be in the interest of the communities to support such initiatives, as they would help
that ‘in the communities the virtue of each one is living’.
But indeed, how great it would be if such retreats
could come about through individual initiatives. Isn’t
this after all what the Camphill community is founded
on? If someone somewhere would want it to happen, he
or she could just send a note around the world of communities and see what response would come. Venue and
timing would flow from that and I trust that appropriate
‘flow-forms’ could be created.
The strength of Camphill flowed from the various
community forms, which allowed spiritual revelations

to enthuse the members. Many of these practices have
been discontinued, and where they are not practiced
we see a gradual erosion of enthusiasm. However, as
we are looking to realise the calling of Camphill in the
evolution of social life, trying to lead from the future as
it emerges and be forerunners of forerunners, we cannot just hope that this will happen somehow without
appropriate forms. In recreating them or creating new
ones we could provide communal vessels to catch the
outpouring of the Spirit’s offerings. I believe these moon
node retreats could help individuals to reconnect to their
first love within community life that ‘in the mirror of each
human soul the whole community finds its reflection’.
For When I Am Young
Am I free if I drift with the wind
Or if surfing the steep waves of thrill?
They will break on the sloping sand
And the drift ends, like foam, on the spill.
But when taking the tiller in hand
And hauling the sheets of the sail
I am free to be homeward-bound
Or to seek for a far distant grail.

Jens-Peter lived for twelve years in Camphill communities
in Ireland and Brazil as farmer, woodworker, baker and
weaver. Now he is the priest of The Christian Community
in Aberdeen and writes poetry in his spare time.

Celebrating a true Camphill pioneer
Lucinde Metcalfe and Martha Muller, Glenora Farm, Canada

F

or those of us who have the pleasure of sharing life
with Adola McWilliam, old age is certainly not something that springs to mind; nor is it something she has
time for, being much too busy with whatever her current project is – be it giving consultations to parents of
children with special needs in Waldorf schools across
the United States, helping to start new Waldorf initiatives
in China, or sorting out the recycling at Glenora Farm
as only Adola can!
Adola celebrated her eightieth birthday on September
12, 2013, the birthday celebration very fittingly becoming part of the twentieth anniversary festivities at Glenora
Farm. Her birthday present from the community was
the final finishing of her boat, the one originally built
by her husband Charles; we hope she’ll find time to use
it! Her own personal way of celebrating was to hop on
a plane a few days later to spend the next two months
travelling around China, making new friends, advising on schooling, and answering their many questions
about Camphill. This might surprise anyone who is not
familiar with Adola’s boundless energy and enthusiasm,
combined with a sanguine nature and an aristocratic air
that seems to part the waves before her, but to her family
and friends it is just par for the course.
As a young person, Adola went to France to meet
Dr. Albert Schweitzer and told him that she wanted to
become a doctor because she wanted to help people.
Dr. Schweitzer apparently told Adola that if she truly
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wanted to help people she should become a nurse. A
couple of years later, at age nineteen, Adola travelled to
Scotland and met Karl König and Camphill; in her words
“I didn’t go to see Camphill, I went to visit Hans van der
Stok because he was my high school teacher.” Waiting
for Dr. König, Adola was put to work in the kitchen: “I
had to wash piles of lettuce and take out the slugs.” Dr
König asked her to stay, and that night, lying in her bed,
she “could hear the river on the stones saying, ‘you must
stay, you must stay’...and next morning I said I would
stay.” As a young co-worker, she remembers, “I always
thought that in rest hour I would have someone to talk
to, but everyone went to sleep! I was twenty, I wasn’t
tired...in truth, I was a bit of a wild horse. I had seven
children that all ran away; when I went out for a walk,
I had two holding my coat, two holding my hands, two
in front, and one who was kind of able to manage.”
Adola completed the Camphill seminar in Scotland,
not without a few bumps along the way; she also met
and married Charles McWilliam, and they had two
sons. When the Camphill impulse began to take hold in
America, Adola and Charles joined the Pietzners, Hedda
Ljovshin, and others in the first pioneering steps, first in
Donegal in 1961, then Downington, and finally Beaver
Run. They had a third son, were house parents, teachers,
and still continued their search for new impulses, tasks
that called out to them. After twenty years in Beaver Run
they moved to Detroit with Janet McGavin, working

under Dr. Werner Glas. During their two years there,
the McWilliams attended a conference in North Vancouver, where they met a group of parents who asked
them to start a school for their children. Those parents
are still involved with the work at Glenora Farm, and
forever loyal and grateful to Adola and to Charles.
And so, finally, the west coast odyssey. Charles and
Adola started a little school near the Waldorf School
in North Vancouver, and at the same time gathered
around them a group of people whose wish was to
start a Camphill village community somewhere on the
west coast. As the children grew older, a day program
and then houses were established in a very humble
way. Workshops were established wherever space
could be found, and at one point Adola’s bedroom
became the weavery!
In 1992, land was purchased in the Cowichan Valley
on Vancouver Island, and the Ita Wegman Association
had found its true home. Adola is fond of quoting Dr.
Wegman, who said of Vancouver Island that “there,
healing is still possible”. Village life began in rented
houses; weather permitting, everyone drove out daily
to the land to work the soil and create a garden, which
had to be watered by hand from the back of the pickup
truck as there was, as yet, no well. One person would
stay in town to cook, then load the pots, pans and
dishes into a car and drive out to serve lunch to the
hungry workers under the trees. In 1998 a large house
was finally built, and the whole community of fifteen
people moved in at once. Many a fiery meeting was
held; the Bible Evening was celebrated (with intense
discussions), and workshops were again established
wherever space could be found in the house. Adola
was in her element, a powerhouse of energy in the midst
of all – co-worker, teacher, mentor – and of course,
grandmother to all the staff children as well as her own.
After Charles’ death in 2001, Adola started a new
chapter as a traveller; she began to visit her family more,
and to travel to schools to give talks and consultations to
parents and teachers at Waldorf schools in the eastern
States. In her seventies, when not involved in new projects at Glenora Farm, she walked the pilgrim trail known

Adola

as ‘El Camino de Santiago’, and travelled to Turkey with
her granddaughter. Now, at eighty, she has new trails to
forge, with her newfound friends in China...and who
knows where else?
Happy trails, Adola! We salute you, and look forward
to more adventures!
With love and gratitude on behalf of your Glenora
Farm family,
Lucinde and Martha

Ochil Tower School end of year festival
Johannes M Surkamp, Ochil Tower, Scotland

C

an a building rejoice?
For the end of year festival last December, the
Three Kings Hall was joined by many parents, friends
and guests. It became a truly heart-warming event. The
co-worker choir with Anni Kus leading was the red thread
throughout and their beautiful songs heralded the arriving children as Mary and Joseph, the angels, shepherds
and kings, took their place on stage at the right moments.
Despite all the movement, there was a mood of peace.
A small fair-haired angel child hovered on bales of straw
close to her angel father. With the handbells ringing, the
tall Christmas tree became brighter and brighter with the
lighting of candle after candle. The joy was culminated
in other children decking the hall with bows of holly

and dancing together. The feeling of peace brought a
mantle of warmth and joy. The audience became one
with the harmony of this Christmas experience. The
festival was preceded the day before by a Christmas
service in the presence of all the children in solemn
stillness and peace.
The good spirit of Camphill was truly present and the
Hall did rejoice!
May this be a good omen for the ongoing changes at
Ochil Tower.
Johannes has been a founder member of and was
actively involved in Camphill places in central
Scotland, Camphill Scotland and the Association.
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Hans-Heinrich Engel’s death day
Edeline LeFevre, Glencraig, Northern Ireland

F

Marja Slotemaker, he found a way to
orty years ago, on October 30, 2013
work out a therapeutic approach with
Hans-Heinrich Engel died. He was
the help of music.
born in 1921 in Germany. Hans-HeinWhen the children grew up (and there
rich, a medical doctor, was superintenwere very many of them!), the Training
dent of Camphill Community Glencraig
College was founded, and when the
from 1960 until 1973. He died ten days
trainees grew to be adults, it became obafter a tragic accident in Humanus Haus
vious that a village should also be crein Beitenwil, Switzerland.
ated. Craigowen Estate was purchased
Dr König sent Hans-Heinrich to Glenand thus the adult community began.
craig from Scotland after the founder
In the early seventies the village and
of Glencraig, Carlo Pietzner, left for
the school had become the poor and
America to found Copake. Apart from
the rich siblings and became separate
being the doctor and the superintendent
entities altogether, even with different
in Glencraig, Hans-Heinrich could also
management councils. Hans-Heinrich
often be seen on the tractor or in the
devised a plan to remedy this, and definance office. In his medical work he
cided that as much as possible all the
was very intuitive and creative, and
houses should have both children and
would prescribe the most amazing
adults in them. This was put into place
therapies and curative exercises to help
in the year 1973 just before he died,
the children. Taking part in one of his
and continued until the early eighties,
clinics (now called child conferences)
when it had become very complicated
in which his deep love for the children
and it became clear that the set up did
shone through was an unforgettable
Hans Heinrich in his late forties
not suit all the adults. Nevertheless it
in the 1960s
experience.
did the trick and the community has
In the mid-sixties and early seventies
been one ever since.
a remarkable research process into anthroposophical
After Hans-Heinrich’s death, the community was like
music therapy took place in Glencraig and in Camphill
a rudderless ship for quite a while. A small group of
Christophorus in Holland, instigated by Hans-Heinrich
younger people stepped forward to take on the manatogether with a musicologist, Professor Hermann Pfroggerial tasks, but his loss continued to be felt for a very
ner (died 1988), and a group consisting of musicians and
long time. Interestingly though, Hans-Heinrich had
a eurythmist. The research had been started very much
often made attempts to share his responsibilities with
on the instigation of Dr Karl König, who himself was
others – with a smaller group, or particular people, but
a musician and had a keen interest in the therapeutic
somehow the responsibility remained firmly with him.
powers of music for the children with special needs in
This was not out of bad will but very much due to his
Camphill places. Hans-Heinrich Engel was asked by Dr
strong personality. He was one of the great personalities
König to take this on, although he was not a musician.
from Camphill’s glorious past.
With his knowledge and understanding of medicine
and especially of anthroposophical medicine, as well
Edeline is a senior co-worker, therapeutic music
as through having come across the ‘mirrored scales’ as
practitioner and training coordinator.
described by Anny von Lange and practised by her pupil

An exhibition of Emil Nolde’s paintings at the Lower Belvedere in Vienna
Andrew Hoy, Copake, United States

I

f I just mention the Belvedere, you won’t get a real feeling
for what it is unless you have been there. The photo on
the next page is of the Upper Belvedere. There is also a
Lower Belvedere just like it down the hill, beyond some
extravagantly arranged gardens. Both palaces were built
for Prince Eugene of Savoy, following his many victories
on behalf of the Hapsburgs. He had another palace
within the city walls where he conducted his business.
The Upper Belvedere houses the permanent collection,
while the lower, visiting exhibitions such as Nolde’s – so,
you pay twice.
Emil Nolde, 1867 – 1956, was born as Emil Hansen in
Northern Germany on the border with Denmark and he
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remained on the borderland to nearly all the art movements of the twentieth century. When he married he took
the name of the village where he was living.
Members of the Third Reich considered Nolde’s paintings to be degenerate art and his work was removed
from galleries until, in 1942, he was forbidden to paint.
Avoiding the ban he painted in secret and had to conceal
his painting material and finished pictures – sometimes
with the help of friends. This decree proved to be a turning point in his painting career, since he turned to using
watercolors (which did not smell) and applied them very
strongly on small sheets of Japan paper which is as absorbent as blotting paper. He called these ‘Unpainted Pic-

tures’ for they were just for him as studies
for larger pictures. He produced about
one thousand three hundred altogether
and they were in fact, magnificent.
What also makes Nolde so interesting for us – beyond the vibrant colors
he used – is his ideas of and attitude
towards painting. He wrote (December
30, 1942):
Yellow can paint happiness, but also
sorrow. There is fire red, blood red, and
rose red. There is silver blue, sky blue,
and storm blue. Each color contains
a soul, which cheers me or repels or
excites me.…Colors are a joy to me,
and it seems they love my hands.
His daughter Jolanthe described his
painting technique on June 2, 1950:
During the painting process he applied his colors lavishly. He didn’t much care whether his brush dripped.
Quite frequently a drop would spoil a beautifully
laid out picture, and he had to pretend the blot was
intentional, or occasionally had to change his picture, saying that “it was often an improvement”, or
“sometimes you lose the finest things”.
Such free creativity would have been dear to the indications of Rudolf Steiner.
The change that took place in Nolde’s painting with
the ban that was placed upon him was truly remarkable.
He had to rely much more on his inner experiences
without the models supplied by nature. His paintings
would become an expression of his dream world, his
underworld in place of his outer experiences of people,
flowers and landscapes. It also made room for grotesque
figures that might arise out of the colors themselves and
were so anathema to the ideals of The Third Reich.
Of his dreams, he wrote:
Tonight I wandered for hours through a wonderful
landscape, a landscape full of miracles and delights.
(December 6, 1941)
It seems strange to be writing so much about a painter
whose real form of expression was his work. However
there are hundreds of his paintings if you google him
on the internet and, despite the small size of some, they
are truly spectacular.
I have continued to revisit Nolde’s studio and his palette of colors daily, since leaving the Belvedere, both
via the internet and through a book of his unpainted
pictures. I have begun to feel that his paintings provide
an underpinning for my own approach to social therapy
and to social life in general.
With the kind of freedom that he could exercise on
the small pieces of Japan paper, he was able to let the
colors speak even more freely. What formerly had been
soul gestures made the step into becoming people with
special personalities – a little bit in the way that we
have given the three kings different colors and quite
distinct personalities. He allowed the colors to assume
their own roles.
I think of one of the paintings he titled, ‘Family with two
children’. Each of the members has a differently colored
face, as if it was the colors themselves that created the
family. I use this single example and yet you will find
such contrasts and combinations of color in so many of
Nolde’s unpainted pictures.

The Upper Belvedere in Vienna

As a twin myself, I would find that such an experience
of colors would become an incredible aid in being able
to approach my brother, who is in many ways my opposite and complement, and in a less confrontational
mood. Such an approach might be useful when turning
to the first and second child in the family who also
reflect the twin nature of my brother and me. Usually
we turn to the question of temperament. However color
becomes an artistic alternative – one that includes the
complementary as well as contrasting element. Carlo
Pietzner was looking for such a supportive element to
our work through applying ourselves to the arts, when
he conducted his series of art retreats in the American
region of Camphill in 1972–73.
One final aspect of Nolde’s work that I feel to be related
to our own approach is that he appears to belong to that
group of artists who produced a singular experience of
freshness and color at the beginning of the last century.
The members of Karl König’s Youth Group saw this
group as an expression of the new dawn of the Age of
Michael – those whom he felt were truly Michaelites and
of whom many were to lose their lives during the First
World War. One could feel that Emil Nolde was spared
such a destiny in order to face the dragon unleashed by
the Second World War.
Today it is no longer easy to recall the outer circumstances that clouded our lives during this period – a far
greater feeling of uncertainty than the volatile nature of
the world today. Our historians, as well as those of us
who prefer to ignore this period, could easily overlook
the kind of courage, as well as urgency, with which Emil
Nolde faced his contemporaries.
There is a pleasing association that accompanies any
visit to the Belvedere. It is the awareness that Peter Roth,
Alix Roth and Thomas Weihs lived nearby. Part of the
‘palette’ of the Camphill movement is that red (‘Roth’),
white (‘Weihs’) and red are the colors of the Austrian
flag, which is still flying there. When Trude Blau – later
to become Trude Amman – was to join the youth group
it would contain red, white and blue (‘Blau’) and it found
its way to Britain.
PS. Since I am a foreigner I have been liberal with the
German language. Let us say that I have turned to the
genius of language since ‘red’ in German would be ‘rot’
and not Roth, and ‘White’ would be ‘weiss’ and not Weihs
– though there is no difference in their pronunciation.
Andrew is a long term co-worker who has lived
in Camphill in the United States and Russia.
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Obituaries
Elnis Hans Fürst
18 February 1933 – 7 June 2013

F

boy’ (that is how they called my
rom the small family that had to
brother for a long time); they never
leave Germany in October 1935,
had time to get used to his name.
I now remain alone. My younger
Max and Margot came usually for
brother Elnis recently died in hosthe weekends. They were tired,
pital in Londonderry. I was with him
concerned and anxious. They were
during his final ten days. He was
arrested in December 1933. Our
fully aware of his condition, and it
grandparents, aunts and friends
was very important for him to die
helped to take care of us children.
in dignity. You could feel his efforts
Max was released after three
to slowly distance himself from
months and Margot had to stay in
all that is worldly, his last clearlyprison for ten months.
pronounced words being: “I’m not
When they were freed, their
that good in suffering, but I am in
world had to be reorganized. They
a good mood”, which he had said,
had to consider emigration which
quite unexpectedly, in Hebrew.
they did a year later, in the fall of
He then suffered from severe pain
1935. For me, it was a long ordeal.
for some time. To ease his pain he
I didn’t want to go, I wanted to stay
received several injections and fell
in the quiet and safe place where
asleep, and after several hours he
I had been. I was afraid of the
died.
adventure. To this very day I long
Elnis wanted to be buried in the
for this place and feel the pain of
small, new cemetery in Clanabogan,
leaving it. Of course there was also
the first person to be buried there.
curiosity and better moments. I
He is now resting in a beautiful
knew this had to be done because
and quiet place. His friends dug
Elnis
Max had said so, and I believed
his grave by hand – it took almost
that he always knew what was right. I therefore never
three days – and all this because Elnis did not tolerate
talked about my anxieties – not then, and not at later
machines and other modern technologies. The ceremony
times. I thought they had enough worries to deal with.
was held according to the customs of the community. The
Elnis was too young to express or understand what and
memorial evening, which took place a few days later,
why things were happening. He cried a lot, and it was
was in full consideration of his and my feelings. It was
very sad. He did not want these ‘people’; he wanted
a great experience for me. I went home sad, but knew
Marie, feeling that only she understood him. Our parents
that he is suffering no longer. He had suffered enough
promised him she would come soon, a promise which
throughout his life.
was never fulfilled. We never saw Marie again, nor many
Elnis was born at the wrong place and at the wrong
of the friends and relatives whom we said goodbye to
time, on February 18, 1933, in Berlin, three weeks after
when we left.
Hitler came to power. Ten days later the Reichstag fire
On the ship, boarded in Rotterdam, we all calmed
took place and the Gestapo appeared at our home. Hans
down and had a family holiday, and got to know our
Litten, my parents’ best friend who lived with us, was
parents again. Elnis rejoiced because of the cows travelarrested and the Gestapo searched our house, even the
ling with us to Palestine, but sometimes he got frightened
tiny baby. Life was never the same again, neither in the
and tried to eat their food himself instead of giving it to
public nor in our small family. It seems Elnis was one
the cows. I think that it was the very first time and probof the many child victims of the history of the twentieth
ably the last time until 1941, that our small family had
century. Our parents and Hans were very active in the
a pleasant time alone together.
resistance against the regime; they tried to prevent the
We arrived on the second of November 1935 in Haifa:
catastrophe.
two small children without money, and luggage. The first
Margot, our mother, who previously worked very indays were supposed to be spent in the house of distant
tensely with Hans, had to work twice as hard. Therefore
relatives. The family, however, did not expect children,
she had to stop breastfeeding very quickly. Approxiand was not ready to take us in. After a long search we
mately two months later, Max, our father, and Margot
came on the very same day to the Olive Children’s Home
found an apartment in Sachenhausen, where we children
in the German colony in Haifa, headed by Dr. Hede
could be with Marie Ehlert, a friend who took care of
Abraham. This move had determined our fate. What
families in need during persecution. They wanted to
should have been a short stay, giving my parents time
keep the children away from the hustle and bustle and
to look for an appropriate place to stay, took six years.
events of the city. They also did not have enough money
During these six years we were for a short time together
for rent in the city. They built a gallery in the carpentry,
in Jerusalem, it must have been at the end of 1936–37.
and lived there. Marie acted as a mother for ‘the small
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There Margot became ill – she was probably also depressed. Too much had happened during the last years,
and just a few months prior to that Max became very ill
and spent several months in hospital. Margot also found
no work. Her parents were preparing to leave Berlin to
go to Cairo, where our grandfather had a branch of his
business. They wanted Margot to organize the office, so
she left her family and went there, in the hope that the
rest of us would follow soon, and so we went back to
‘Tante Hede’. The Egyptians would not give us a visa.
Max got a visa but could be there only for a short period,
and then came back alone. This was around 1939, just
before the war broke out. He lived in Jerusalem and later
also in the children’s home which he had refurbished.
In this long period Elnis had only me, his sister. I felt
responsible for him, but I was merely a child. I was often
punished at school, and the worst punishment was not
to see Elnis. I used to hear him screaming, and could
not go to him.
Tante (Aunt) Hede was very moody. Every morning
we children checked whether her mood was good or
bad that day, and we behaved accordingly. Well, I have
always claimed that adults understand nothing about
children.
I believe it was summer in 1941 that Margot came
back, and we moved into our first apartment together.
We were happy to finally have a home. We also attended
school regularly for the first time. About a year later we
joined a youth movement. I was still responsible for
Elnis; my parents were working hard and were away
from home for many hours. It was hard to get used to
the children in the open world. They were different, they
were free and direct, and for us it was more difficult to
connect with them. Elnis was in a good Hebrew school.
I was in an English school.
But then the riots began against the British, especially
from the right-wing groups. Elnis had by then learned what
resistance meant, and was independently active against
these groups. Among other things, he tore their posters
from the walls, and tried to be a hero in other ways. This
was very dangerous, because these groups were not
friendly. They had already beaten youngsters to death.
Max and Margot decided to remove Elnis from the city.
They registered him in a kibbutz boarding school. It was
about an hour away from Haifa. I visited him nearly every
week. The kibbutz was part of the same movement as our
youth movement, and was the first and best of its kind.
But whether it was the right decision for Elnis remains
a question. He again was not at home, he had terrible
longings, and he was different from the others. He also
had the problem that he had not been circumcised, since
our parents were against this rite. It seems that he got
used to the place and he did not complain too much,
but we were separated. It probably added another scar
to his soul. In the summer of 1946, during a summer
camp, Elnis had his first epileptic seizure. I heard about
it but did not know what it meant, and so did not tell
my parents anything. I did not want to worry them and
I knew no one could reach the place because of the
curfew. Of course there was no phone. We did not know
then what an impact this would have on his whole life.
In November 1947 the United Nations’ decision to
divide the land and create a Jewish and an Arab state
brought unrest and shootings. The war of Independence
started on May 1948 and soon after the children from the

kibbutz had to be evacuated. The school also decided
that they could not keep the sick youngster. This was in
spring of 1948. Max and Margot went to the doctor who
a few years previously had saved Max when he was sick.
The doctor had decided that the weather in the country
was bad for Elnis, and that he should be moved back to
Europe. Margot, efficient as always, succeeded after a
few days to organize everything. Three days before the
creation of the State of Israel Elnis was put on a ship
heading to Alexandria. Our grandparents were supposed
to meet him there and take him to Europe. But when he
arrived in Alexandria, the war between Israel and Egypt
was officially declared and he was not allowed to land;
so our grandparents arranged for him to be transferred
to Switzerland. He was all alone on the ship until he
reached his new destination a few days later.
He was received by our grandmother’s brother and
sister. Both had never had children, and did not have
an easy life with the lost teenager. He wrote sad letters,
felt lost and had terrible longings. Several months later
he came to the Ecole de Humanité in Berner Oberland.
Elnis could speak a little German, but could neither read
nor write the language, so he had a very difficult time.
Margot visited him after one year, and also his grandparents did a couple of times, but he was lonely. He wanted
and needed me, his sister, but I could not get out of the
country because I had to do my military service.
The first time that we saw each other again was after
nine years, while I was visiting my parents in Stuttgart
with my small daughter. Elnis was twenty four years old,
with wild hair and a long beard. He entered the room
unexpectedly early in the morning. I did not recognize
him at first, but the moment I saw his shiny eyes and
mischievous look I had no doubt. He had these eyes
until the end, when he had almost no life in him. His
eyes expressed love and joy.
When Max and Margot went back to Germany in
1950–51, their first job was in the Odenwald School in
Heppenheim. Elnis came with them and completed his
studies there. He remained there after our parents had
left. It was a difficult time for the whole family: Max and
Margot took their first steps in their homeland after being
away for fifteen years, and it was not easy. Although Elnis
finally reunited with his parents, he actually never really
had them for himself. And he continuously missed me,
his sister. Although I was almost twenty one years old and
married, it was not easy for me to be alone in a country
without any family. I didn’t know when I would see my
parents and brother again. As I said it took nine years to
meet Elnis, and seven years to meet my parents again.
Correspondence was not very efficient during those times.
I don’t know much about Elnis’ life during those years.
He trained as a gardener. It may be that he had also
worked as a gardener somewhere, but he felt he could
no longer live in a civil domestic life, and wanted to go
away. Exactly where he wandered I do not know. For a
while he spent time in Paris and France, as a Clochard,
and learned French. I believe at the time he also went to
England to a Camphill village. This movement attracted
and interested him, and he stayed in similar places in
England, Germany and Majorca.
In 1965 he came to Jerusalem to see me. The attempt to
live with my family did not work out well; he could not
share his sister with a husband and children. We found
him a small apartment. He worked as a gardener and
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did very well for himself and even had apprentices. But
in 1972 something drove him away again. Somehow all
those years of longing and love ended in disappointment
for both of us. The love and dependency remained, but
we had to be separated and could meet only for short
periods.
Elnis lived during the last twenty five years in the
Camphill village in Clanabogan, Northern Ireland. He
was relatively well settled, was very active, and studied
closely the doctrine of Rudolf Steiner and Dr König.
He was very devout in his faith. He liked his work and
the people in the community. He was also very active
in all the celebrations and feasts, and took part in them
out of respect for the community he lived in. He had
not crossed over to Christianity, but rather insisted, so
he told me, that he was a Jew. When he was dying he
agreed that the funeral was to be held according to the
customs of Camphill.
Elnis in a way never left adolescence; he always remained a revolutionary in his heart. He was against all
authority, he wanted the old world and he could not
accept the modern world. He could, better than most
people, accept every human being, be it the beggar on
the street, the disabled, the stranger. He had little sense
of money and distributed it generously everywhere.

He lived very modestly, and gave everything he had to
everybody. It was very difficult for him to accept the
changes that took place in the community, in the same
way that he could not accept all other modernisation.
He remains for me my little brother, with an enormous
good heart, and large laughing eyes. He forever walks
silently and invisibly by my side.
I put in writing this chronicle of his life not only for him
to be remembered, but also in order to show the price
that the children of that time, who are the old people of
today, had to pay. It is said that we were the lucky ones.
Yes, we were not killed. But the price was great, and we
can see that in the life of Elnis.
People have often said that it was the fault of my parents. They should have taken care of their children, to
leave the resistance against the evil to the others. We
both believed and adopted their way of resistance and
accepted its importance. It is often easy to blame the
victims and not those who do the evil. I think now, and
so did my brother, that they took the right path. I am
ever more convinced that the resistance and being active against racism and other evils then and now remains
important.
Birute Hanna Stern
birute.stern@gmail.com

John Canning
29 July 1923 – 18 October 2013
Departing Blessing at Simeon, Aberdeen

D

ear Bruce, Don and Ian, dear family and friends of
our dear John Canning, dear Camphill family and
friends of John Canning;
John was a ‘John’ alright – like the Faithful John in
Grimm’s fairy tale – devoted selflessly to the service
of the other. Or like John the Baptist, an upright voice
of conscience, always
concerned with doing
the right thing. Yes this
was John all right; but
above all, John was a
true gentleman!
He was born on 29
July 1923 in Northern
India. The third of four
children, his father was
a forester in the service
of the Raj. At the tender
age of seven or so, John
was sent to a public
boarding school in the
UK. He was a sensitive
boy and had to endure
not only the huge challenge of being away
from home at such a
young age, but also the
teasing that went on at
school. Perhaps he did
not sit quite so firmly
in earth existence as his
peers. Perhaps it was this
John in his twenties
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time that he started to become something of a private
person. He needed to protect his vulnerability – no doubt
this is also what drew him later in life to serving others
with vulnerability too.
In 1938 his parents retired to Dorset and finally John
again had a family home. He was now fifteen years
old. John finished school and went on to Cambridge
University to study engineering. It was wartime and he
was able to complete the three years in two, achieving
a first-class degree.
From here John went to the Malverns to work as one
of the leading scientists in radar research. He remained
there right into the early 1950s. An extraordinary feature
of this time is how he felt drawn to doing volunteer work
at local children’s homes – something that no doubt
finally led him to Camphill.
In 1956 he went to Newton Dee near Aberdeen where,
as one of the first true English co-workers in a movement
still dominated by its German and Austrian founders, he
entered into the Camphill Curative Education Seminer.
Over the next four years he ended up working at several
Camphill centers – Cairnlee (now Simeon), Ringwood
and Thornbury, until finally arriving at The Grange
around 1960.
John had quite consciously given up a well-paid exclusive job to become suddenly one who was willing
and extraordinarily able to do whatever was needed
– beginning with building up the woodwork shop at
The Grange. There was nothing really that John could
not turn his hand to when required. After woodworking
came food processing, and then, even in his seventies, he
taught himself to type so he could write his book; and in
his eighties, after Mary his wife had become too frail, he

ments. Thanks to John it could be properly completed.
even learned how to cook – not something he had done
He was needed at the eleventh hour to finalize elements
much if any of before. And for John, whatever he did,
of the roof construction with his clever mathematics.
it was with the same methodical and selfless devotion.
Thanks too to John the first Act of Consecration could
For example, in the woodwork shop he took a severely
be celebrated there in 1975 and thanks also to John it
disabled young man under his wing and soon learned
was celebrated there again a week after his funeral for
the joys of creating specialized tools and jigs to allow
him, after an absence of twenty one years!
this young man to be a full part of the work – at that
John’s lifelong study of anthroposophy finally resulted
particular time it was the drilling out and polishing of
in a book: The Human Soul and Spirit, and The Opposing
wooden serviette rings. John also created a wooden
Powers.This was a theme fitting for John, about cultivating
frame to help this young man operate a typewriter, and
a healthy soul life based on moderation, and finding the
a highly original chess set for this same chap, with handmiddle between polarities as the source of morality and
sized pieces with pegs.
conscience. At the back of the book there are references to
In 1965 Mary arrived from Scotland with her three
more than a hundred of Rudolf Steiner’s works. John comadventurous boys. She was a down-to-earth pragmatic
pleted the book in 2004 when he was eighty years old!
Scotswoman with a wry sense of humor. It was an obviIn their golden years, Mary and John withdrew someous match really – John needed Mary to keep him on
what from the daily life of The Grange but continued
the ground and in touch with reality; and Mary need
to help where they could, as stand-in house parents
John – at last living proof that there are still good men in
or helping with the accounts in the office. They were a
the world. He was everything she longed for: courteous,
deeply devoted couple, and in 2008 when Mary became
gentle and upright. They were married in 1969.
needy after a fall, John cared for her up to her death later
John at once set about, methodically and selflessly,
that year. This was a great loss for John.
transforming himself into a father for the boys Bruce,
With the gradual onset of Parkinson’s and increasDon and Ian. First thing was to buy camping gear and
ingly in need of care himself, John was always deeply
make sure they used it on many camping trips to Wales
grateful to the people of The Grange and to the other
and the English coastline. Second thing, of course, was
care workers who came from outside for enabling him
to build a boat. It seemed a crazy idea and, despite
to still be looked after in his own home at The Grange.
not having a great deal in common with conventional
Last year in October John had a fall and broke his arm.
boat design, he had worked it all out in his head and
He now needed full time care and was most grateful to
then spent hours and hours of dedicated work putting it
be received into the community at Simeon, Aberdeen
together. It floated – mostly! – and was the perfect new
– just around the corner from where he began his loyal
asset for him on the Severn River with the boys.
fifty seven year long career with Camphill.
John seemed to enjoy adventure as much as the boys.
He participated fully in the life at Simeon and quietly
And if, while they were clambering up tall trees or sheer
slipped away during rest hour after lunch on 18 October
cliffs, Mary would grow anxious, John would simply say
in the company of old Camphill friends; in many ways
to her: ‘Don’t watch them, dear.’ And of course they
a blessed life for one who brought such blessing to so
were always fine.
many.
John had a deep trust in life and trust in the weavingAsked once what he wanted for his birthday, John reworking of the spirit worlds behind the phenomena of
plied: ‘A month of Sundays!’ one cannot be quite sure
life. With Camphill he developed a deep connection to
whether he longed to go to church every day or perhaps
the teachings of Rudolf Steiner, and anthroposophy. He
just longed to rest after such a full life. But one feels it
committed himself to the inner Camphill Community
was probably both.
Rev. Aaron Mirkin, Stroud
and became a dedicated service holder for the Offering
Service and a steadfast
member of The Christian Community.
Already in 1968 he
was a central player
in the first discussions
that took place to bring
the sacraments of The
Christian Community
to The Grange, something that finally began
in 1971 with the Children’s Service and Act
of Consecration of Man
taking place at regular
intervals in the Long
Room.
At Michaelmas 1975
Tourmaline Hall was
opened at The Grange,
designed, amongst other things, to serve as
a home for the sacraJohn and Mary Canning in 2006
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Other friends who have died
Wain Farrants died peacefully in hospital at around 9am January 19,
2014. He was sixty five years old. Wain came to Botton in the 1970’s
from Canada and has very much been part of Camphill life ever since.
After a short interlude at Ringwood where he attended the eurythmy
school Wain returned to Botton in 2001. While in Ringwood he became
so ill with cancer that he received the last anointing. Wain famously
said that he knew he would recover as it was not his time yet.
Wain was well known for his great love of anthroposophy and of the
stars. His interest in astronomy led him to complete many people’s
horoscopes and it was not uncommon for new mothers to receive a
horoscope for their newborn babies when they arrived. Wain became
synonymous with our bookshop in Botton, well known worldwide for
his knowledge of anthroposophical books and his willingness and ability
to obtain them for anyone!
Wain was able to acknowledge all the love and support that people
have sent to him over the last week in hospital and was immensely
grateful for this.
Margaret Griffiths

Girl in a Wheelchair
her colors are those of a Madonna
blue and red – with her pink shirt adding
the first indication of a blush
her innocence and lack of speech
go even further along this path
as qualities we esteem within the Virgin
and yet leave us with a feeling
of confusion
since she could not hold a Child
except the childlike empathy
that is born within our inner life
for her hands seem uncontrolled
her wheelchair so unlike the donkey
dependent upon a court of helpers
instead of shepherds and eastern kings
and so, maybe
such an inner birth will have a virgin quality
not clinging to any rigid creed but full of faith
Girl in a Wheelchair – 2
her fingers have arranged themselves
in the indication of a Buddhist prayer
which young boys learn to make
as soon as their hair is shorn
with only one lock left
before they take their vows
so she was born
as with her hands in prayer
which serve her as her begging bowl
they were to learn no other craft or skill
except to show with her crippled hands
she lives beyond the confines of her body
to penetrate with prayer and poverty
into the hearts of everyone she meets
Andrew Hoy, Copake, United States
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We are sad to announce the death of Betty Colville our oldest and long
staying resident who died peacefully in her room at Simeon at 5.40
a.m. on New Year’s Eve morning.
Betty celebrated her ninety-ninth birthday in September. She came to
Simeon in 1995 to join her husband David and she helped to care for
him until his death in 2002. Betty decided to remain in Simeon; being
fit and healthy she took on the task of gardening, faithfully attending and
expanding flower beds every day. Over the last few years her activities
were progressively curtailed by decreasing mobility.
Betty’s long and full life had begun in Persia, experiencing many parts
of the world through her childhood. Betty had a love for languages and
became a French teacher. After she and David married, they settled in
Edinburgh bringing up three children, Ian, Michael and Hilary. Betty
had a long and active connection with The Christian Community, the
Anthroposophical Society, and the Edinburgh Waldorf School, also a
relationship to Camphill through her daughter Hilary.
Betty was able to continue her involvement with both The Christian
Community and the Anthroposophical Society during her years in
Simeon, in the earlier years leading a weekly study group. Over the
years she has made a very significant contribution to the life of Simeon
through her gardening activity and as an exponent of active ageing.
Betty took a keen interest in the scores of young volunteers who she
taught proper English to. In her last years when she became increasingly frail she endeared herself to all who cared for her. Though Betty
will be sadly missed we are grateful for all she and her family have
Jeannie Carlson and Judith Jones
brought to the life of Simeon.
At 2pm February 17 Patrick ffrench crossed the threshold as he had
wished; peacefully, at home and surrounded by his wife Allmut, brother
Jeremy and some of his many children. Patrick had been battling with
cancer since being diagnosed in June last year and in the past weeks
and months had become increasingly weak. He maintained his unique
brand of humour till the end and approached his illness in his usual
philosophical manner and with tremendous stoicism. Many of his friends
and all his family have had the privilege of spending time with him in
recent days and weeks. He will be sorely missed by his wife, brother,
seven children, eight grandchildren, the Rowan community and the
many many people whose lives he touched over the past sixty six years.
The ffrench family
Frank Heathcock, my husband for the past sixteen years, died in the afternoon of February 20, 2014 at the age of seventy two. Frank spent his
working life as an architect and worked with Camphill Architects in the
development of The Christian Community Church in Stourbridge. Frank
retired and became a Camphill co-worker at the age of sixty. He was a real
friend to all the members of Camphill Houses Community. For the past
three years Frank has had a lung disorder. Frank was filled with gratitude
for all that this life had given him, but also had gratitude that the time
had come when it would be possible for him to go.   Eva Heathcock

News from the Movement …and beyond
Significant birthday for Beaver Run
Andrew Hoy, Copake, United States

C

amphill Special Schools at Beaver Run has just
celebrated its fiftieth birthday and yet remains as
youthful as ever. In fact a friend sitting next to me during a festive adaptation of Oscar Wilde’s The Selfish
Giant’, described the room in the Karl König School
House as having high energy. I believe she meant it in
an electrical sense. My own feeling was that of feeling
completely overwhelmed, even though I had taken a
challenging class through all eight grades during the
pioneering period – and that I was in the True Kingdom
of Childhood – of which we only have rare glimpses in
our computer age.
The original invitation to begin our work in curative
education in the United States came from Gladys Hahn,
when her husband Bill became incapacitated by a stroke
and needed all her attention. She had taught a small
group of special children in a single colonial house at
the end of a mile long road. So our neighbors were to
be part of a prize herd of black Aberdeen Angus Cows,
whose two bulls were well worth remembering. (I do
recall the farmer’s wife recovering her own youth by just
managing to clear the fence with a single leap – with
one of those bulls as a very close observer.)
We were in our own world and despite our attempts
to expand it was only possible by finding new places;
first, with a larger group going to Donegal Springs in
neighboring Lancaster County in 1961 and with the
remnant to nearby Beaver Run in December of 1963.
Since I was with the first group, I could experience the
intense demands of very difficult children, but also the
harmonious relationships that developed between us
around Janet McGavin. Initially we were four co-workers
with sixteen children, but with Janet’s eternal openness
to those who needed us, we grew to have thirty children
under our care, as more co-workers joined us. We too
also tried to expand but with little collateral to back us
since the property was rented. In November of 1965,
Carlo Pietzner met with our community to share his idea
of founding a children’s village at the recently acquired
Beaver Run property, which was then receiving some
financial support from us.
Our community elected to put aside our own plans and
join this children’s village as soon as three houses were
built in 1967. It was not an easy decision on account of
our ability to work together harmoniously. Carlo recognized the sacrifice we had made during a speech that he
gave on Beaver Run’s fourteenth birthday. This willingness
to set aside our own plans gave added buoyancy to the
children’s village, which led to the construction of eight
houses and a hall in the space of four years, from 1966
to 1970. (In 1972 my family moved on to help with the
founding of the village community at Kimberton Hills
nearby.)
Something of this quality of grace and buoyancy could
be epitomized in the story of Adalbert Stifter, ‘Rock
Crystal’, that was part of his collection of stories known
as Colored Stones. In the story, the Angel of Providence

was experienced by two small children when they
became lost on a mountain during a snowstorm and
were then found. This led to the first village house being named Rock Crystal in recognition of how we had
been led there.
In those early years we had taken this kingdom of childhood for granted since it was our task to surround and
protect it. The main attack on the children’s world came
from television while today the flood of visual imagery
from our world is far more accessible with computers,
long before they are ready for it.
With my return for the festival, this room with high
energy had a far different quality. There are thirty five
day students who are bussed in and out every day by
a line of yellow school busses, in addition to the many
children living in the dozen village houses. One might
consider it a fairly toxic mixture, when considering how
different and special each child presents him or herself.
Now, a single child might need his or her own helper and
some of the young co-workers can manage two children
– which does not in any way compare with the pioneer
period when our own children intermingled with special
children and sometimes shared the same bedroom. That
was a period in which we did not have to attend to the
demands of accreditation and individual programming.
But then my mind returned once again to that essential
element of sacrifice that our small group of eight to ten
co-workers had made to the idea of a children’s village
and the renewed sense of support that came with it.
Many years ago Carlo had expressed the thought that
as soon as a group becomes effective – both inwardly
with a sense of co-operating with each other, as well
as outwardly in their work – then it is time for them to
disband, for otherwise they would be given other tasks
and may even acquire a certain amount of power. The
group at Donegal was rescued from this.
It seemed to me that such an idea might have helped
many Camphill centers that were asked to relinquish
existing forms as the result of legislation – places that
held on to the so-called principles of Camphill – and
have made a positive step as the result. Metamorphosis
and transformation must take place in our communities
if they are to remain alive, even when such transformations may appear, at first blush, to seem counter to our
intentions. These can occur within, as in the disbanding
of the group, or else outwardly.
Beaver Run has achieved its present condition – I don’t
know if I am allowed to use the word health – through
changing the weekly rhythm of the teachers: formerly,
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday; and back then, Friday
and Saturday were school days while Thursday was a
rest day. This rhythm was considered to be quite harmonious, and yet it excluded day-students as it did not
coincide with the programs of the surrounding school
districts and the number of residents kept declining. The
result of returning to the five-day school week has led to
the line of yellow school busses each morning and late
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afternoon and the incredibly lively, glorious mixture of
children with their high energy.
A separate experience during this gathering, which
included many former co-workers, was the degree of
inner growth that so many of them had experienced in

facing the challenge of these special children – a feeling
of growth that could hardly ever be achieved elsewhere.
For some it was a high point in their lives.
Andrew has been a co-worker
for many years, in the United States and Russia.

Review
Atlas of the
Poetic Continent
– Pathways
to Ecological
Citizenship
Shelley Sacks and
Walter Zumdick
Temple Lodge Press
Price £14.99
ISBN:
9781906999568

Review by
Deborah Ravetz,
Forest Row,
England

T

his book is in itself a lovely object. It is beautifully
produced and contains both texts and images. It is
small enough to carry around which is important because of the kind of book it is. The book grew out of a
social sculpture process in a city. People were asked both
as individuals and as groups to reflect on the question,
‘What am I doing in the world?’
Social sculpture is the term used by the German artist
Joseph Beuys in his attempt to widen the remit of art to
include not just what is conventionally thought of as art
but also us as human beings striving for individuation
and transformative community. Our capacity to imagine
and to act out of those imaginations was what he meant
when he asserted that everyone is an artist.
Anyone connecting with social sculpture may be
moved by its capacity to create spaces where it is possible, to look at the questions we all carry and to find
ways to respond to those questions creatively. The experience one can have when entering a well-crafted social
sculpture space is one of empowerment and hope. It is
this quality one can experience in reading this book.
The times we live in need new thoughts and new actions. It is easy to feel overwhelmed and helpless in the
face of bankrupt institutions incapable and perhaps not
even being willing to find ways to meet the challenges of
our time. By providing an Atlas for the Poetic Continent
Shelley Sacks and Wolfgang Zumdick bring to our attention a whole realm of potential we may have hitherto
not realised was in our grasp. This is made all the more
powerful in realising this realm is as near to us as our
beating heart, it is in fact our own inner landscape, our
own inner world. It seems our very life of feeling can in
fact become an organ of perception, giving space for
new imaginations and new actions.
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The book is made up of small sections which bring to
our attention the many different lands that make up the
Poetic Continent. This includes the lands of fear, questions, intuition, determination, forgiveness and death.
There are many others. We can visit each of these lands
by reading the book from beginning to end, or we can
visit the one which we are most concerned with at the
moment. This is why it is important that the book is so
portable.
There are certain books that become a friend to the
world. I think of Dag Hammarskjold’s Markings. Hammarskjold was the Secretary General of the UN. Markings is his diary, in which he documented his inner
life and his attempt to live in the world of power with
integrity and equanimity. It was found and published
after his death.
Atlas of the Poetic Continent has a similar quality. It is
the fruit of an inner process. It has come about through
trying to live something, rather than just talking about
techniques for living. The book has depth and a modest
self-confidence. It breaks through to a realm of life-giving
potential. All this is expressed with a lightness of touch.
The authors share their insights, poems, paintings and
drawings and craft them together with the thoughts of
philosophers and thinkers in a way that leaves the reader
feeling more alive and more confident, more able to find
the resources to act in the world.
Alastair McIntosh is a writer, academic and activist.
He said in an interview for the Ruskin Mill Educational
Trust in 2008, ‘I realised that I have little optimism for the
ability of our society to deal with climate change in terms
of conventional political, economic and technological
ideas. This is because our society’s capacity to have rich
authentic inner life has been historically eviscerated by
the effects of hubris. I therefore see a huge role for the
artist in every sense of the word in the transition process.
We need to see prophetic art – including poetry, music,
activism, you name it – stuff that sidesteps all the wackiness of narcissistic indulgence that often passes as art,
and gets right to the one true function of the artist – to
point towards the soul.’
This sensitive and powerful book is a manifestation of
what Alastair hopes for from art. The inner landscape of
the soul, with all its mysterious processes and its capacity to digest and understand and to give meaning; with
its capacity to endure and break through is given centre
stage. I believe that this is one of those rare books that
will become a friend to the world.

Deborah is a writer,
artist and lecturer. She lived in Camphill
for fourteen years in the 1980s and early 1990s.

Camphill papers

I

have become increasingly aware that there are
many people out there who have written something about Camphill in one form or another. Some
of these papers are based on personal experiences
and individual interests. Others are more formal and
some take the form of academic theses or professional research.
For some time I have been trying to find the best
way of collecting up all these interesting and varied
papers and bringing them together so as to make
them more accessible for others. Recently, Richard
Steel suggested that they could be uploaded to the
Karl König Institute website. They could join the
papers and articles that are already there, including
those by Julia Wolfson, Alan Potter, Kate Skinner,
Miriam Snellgrove, Maria Lyons, Manuela Costa
and also the research paper about Camphill and
spirituality published by John Swinton, Aileen Falconer and Stephanie Brock. You will also find the
complete version of my paper ‘The Paradoxes of
Community’ here. (See Part 1 on page 1)
If you are interested in having a look at them you
can go to the Karl König Institute website at www.
karl-koenig-institute.net.
If you go to the bottom of the Home page you can
then click on the portal ‘The Camphill Movement’.
When it opens, the right hand of the three new
portals is called ‘Research and Publications’. Under
each of the two headlines you will see a blue ‘more’.
You will be able to access the papers by clicking on
either or both of these ‘mores’.
Richard Steel, Jan Bang and I are working on the
idea of developing the Research and Publications
facility of the Karl König Institute through uploading
existing papers and also through encouraging others to
send their papers, essays and articles to be included.
The intention is that we will be working on this during
the course of 2014. Once we have made progress with
this we will let you know by writing a further article
in Camphill Correspondence. Meanwhile if you have
written something that you would like to make available

Drawing by Frank Auerbach

to a wider audience please feel free to send it to both
Richard and I.
Richard is at
r.steel@karl-koening-archive.net
And I am at
andrew.milltownmail@btconnect.com
We look forward to hearing from you.
Andrew Plant, Milltown Community, Scotland

Post-qualifying Diploma in in anthroposophic psychotherapy, psychiatry and psychosomatics
A new two year part-time mental health
course led by Ad and Henriette Dekkers will
begin at Emerson College in November 2014
and will be supported by Elysia Consortium
for Social and Therapeutic Renewal. The
course is open to qualified professionals who
have to deal with mental health problems in
their work. Ad and Henriette are experienced
anthroposophic psychotherapists and are
international Coordinators of Psychotherapy
in the Medical Section of the School of Spiritual Science.
The course is timely as this year is the anniversary of the beginning of World War I.
In the middle of that appalling war Rudolf
Steiner made some statements that were crucial for the development of anthroposophic
psychotherapy, psychiatry and psychosomatics. In 1916, he spoke about the fact that ‘It
only takes two generations of materialism

and disruption of spiritual values and the
human being will degenerate, fall into decay,
and we will be corrupted in our morality,
and in our mental and physical health’. At
the beginning of 1917 he gave a crucial
lecture on the disintegration of the human
constitution as a result of the withdrawal of
the ‘I’ as a result of psycho-social trauma – a
theme which he returned to in the Pastoral
Medicine lectures.
As well as addressing such phenomena
the course will be mindful of two other factors. First, the infinite possibilities of the ‘I’
for bringing about health in our lives and
overcoming adversity, imbalance, trauma,
disruption and ill health. Second, the importance of so-called threshold phenomena
– the increasing possibilities, on the one
hand, of developing insight into the spiritual
world and, on the other, of greater mental

and physical illness as a result of premature
crossing of the threshold as described in
Man at the Threshold – The Challenge of Inner
Development by Bernard Lievegoed in 1985.
Ad and Henriette have successfully run
similar courses in a number of countries
including Holland, Germany, Italy, Spain,
Russia, Israel, Brazil, Argentina and Chile.
They will be assisted in the UK by a faculty
consisting of James Dyson, Marah Evans,
John Lees, Tessabella Lovemore and Melanie
Taylor with management and administrative assistance from Sebastian Parsons and
Fumiko Chikami.
If you have any questions about the course
please contact John Lees, the Faculty Coordinator:
fjohnlees@gmail.com
Tel: +44 (0)1342 823454.
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Camphill Village Trust
The Camphill Village Trust
is now formed of nine
Camphill communities in
England. The charity provides support, care and accommodation to people with learning and mental
health disabilities. Founded in 1954 by Karl König, the
charity is committed to working out of anthroposophical principles.
The charity has experienced considerable difficulties
in recent years which have resulted in changes to the
governance and management of the charity. The main
funding source is from local authorities and so the charity expects the years ahead to be extremely challenging.
However, the charity remains committed to its main
founding inspiration – anthroposophy – and as part of
this commitment, the Board of Trustees has announced

that it will start to look, in preparation for any casual
board vacancy that might arise, for potential trustee
candidates who can support the existing anthroposophical and community building understanding within the
Board, necessary to inform the board’s work.
In addition to the usual person specification criteria for
a trustee, the board is therefore looking for someone
who has a track record of interest and involvement with
anthroposophically inspired organisations at trustee or
leadership level.
The role description with the person specification and
further information is available on request from frances.
wright@cvt.org.uk. To express an interest in being considered by the trustees please email with a letter for the
Chair of the Trustees briefly explaining your background
and experience and why you are interested in the role.

Camphill Community

Clanabogan

If you are looking for:
 Community life with adults with special needs
 Integration of home and work life  Career opportunities and responsibilities
 Support for a path of self-development and fulfilment  A balanced, healthy lifestyle
 Rural location near a thriving local town with cultural & recreational opportunities
 A beautiful estate with biodynamic agriculture  Variety of tasks and involvement
 An alternative lifestyle for children  Striving towards sustainable, self-sufficient living
 Good local education for children & a Steiner playgroup on site

Come and join us!
A MODERN CAMPHILL COMMUNITY IN THE NORTH OF IRELAND
situated 60km from the Donegal Atlantic coast
 Camphill Clanabogan is a vibrant, innovative life-sharing community with 30 adults with a learning
disability, integrated in the local surrounding and embracing a sustainable approach. The community is 29
years old, with a stable group of experienced co-workers, some of whom are approaching retirement.
 We are looking for people to share and take on various responsibilities to strengthen the community in the
areas of social care, management and administration.
 We seek applications for home coordinators, preferably on a life-sharing basis but employment
arrangements might be considered.
Please contact:

- info@camphillclanabogan.com
- www.camphillclanabogan.com

NUTLEY HALL
Residential community for adults with learning disabilities
We are inviting applications for a key leadership role as part
of the carrying team, specifically to take on responsibility for
compliance as Registered Manager within a supportive comanagement framework. This person needs to be a team player
with proven management skills – and to be prepared to gain
appropriate qualifications at Level 5. He or she also needs to be
committed to working out of an anthroposophical social care
approach, and to be able to fully support Nutley Hall’s vision
and ethos. Relevant work & life experience is essential. It is to be
hoped that the new appointment will begin in August or earlier.
For further information please contact Alan or Jane: 01825
712696 or office@nutleyhall.org www.nutleyhall.org.

ACESTA Website
We would like to let you know that ACESTA (association for those working
with people with complex needs in care, education and social therapy out
of anthroposophy) now has a website.
The address is: http://www.acesta.org.uk/
We hope it will give you more information about our aims and objectives,
while at the same time keeping you updated about the various activities
organised by us in order to further the work through training and lectures
etc. Also included will be notes from our various committee meetings
(which, by the way, are always open to any members), as well as of the
Annual General Meetings.
We now also have a designated email address: contact@acesta.org.uk
Edeline LeFevre, for the ACESTA Committee

Farmer needed on
Vancouver Island

IFAN

Diploma in
Anthroposophic Health Care
A new health care course by Anthroposophic Health Care Education
and Training (AHCET) is taking place at Emerson College. This part time,
modular course provides an inspiring and professional training in health
care to nurses and carers who wish to deepen their understanding of
the role of the caregiver.

Introductory Week 7–11 April 2014
The introductory week is followed by a foundation course of six fiveday modules delivered over two years. All tutors are state registered
nurses and IFAN accredited Anthroposophic Nurse Specialists (ANS).
The programme is certified as a Diploma in Anthroposophic Health Care
(Eq. Level 4), an Edexcel Assured Crossfields Institute qualification. It
is recognised by IFAN (International Forum for Anthroposophic Nursing) and CAHSC (Council for Anthroposophic Health and Social Care).
Course Dates (following the Introductory Week)
2014: 9–13 June, 13–17 October
2015: 16–20 February, 8–12 June, 12–16 October,
2016: 15–19 February
For information and to apply, see www.emerson.org.uk or contact us.
Emerson College, Hartfield Road , Forest Row, East Sussex, RH18 5JX, England
+44 (0)1342 822238, registrar@emerson.org.uk

Join us in our
mission of service.

Opportunities for people with diverse backgrounds
to live and work at Camphill Village USA.
Camphill Village USA seeks men and women to join our unique
community of 100 volunteers and 100 adults with developmental
disabilities. We live and work together on 615 acres in rural
upstate New York, caring for one another and the earth. Join us
for a summer, a year, a decade or a lifetime of service.

For more information about the
positions and beneﬁts, please email
volunteer@camphillvillage.org.
A loving home.
Meaningful work.
A vibrant life.

House Leaders
House Leaders in Training
Workshop Leaders
Service Volunteers
AmeriCorps Members
Students, Camphill School of
Curative Education & Social Therapy
Biodynamic Apprentices

G l e n o ra Fa r m , a C a m p h i l l
community in the Cowichan
Valley, is looking for a bio-dynamically-trained and/
or experienced farmer for its 97-acre property, with
approx. 30 acres of fields and 65 of woodlands,
and a 3-acre vegetable garden.
We have a small herd of beef cattle, 1 milk cow and
3 goats.
We are looking for an energetic person with a pioneer
spirit, good leadership qualities and a willingness
to work within a community of co-workers and
companions.
For more details, call +250-746-1740
or email olaf.lampson@shaw.ca

The Mount
Camphill Community
Wadhurst, Sussex

We are an independent specialist college for young
people (aged 16–25) with a range of learning difficulties. We have a strong arts and crafts focus, with a
commitment to caring for our garden and estate. The
Mount works actively with the Camphill Community
impulse and anthroposophy.
We are seeking an experienced Gardener
The main tasks will be to:
• Run a productive biodynamic vegetable garden,
greenhouses and orchard which serve the community
• Help maintain the grounds
• Provide leadership for small groups of students during
their work sessions
• Work in partnership with the Garden and Estate Tutors
The post is full-time, full year to commence as soon
as possible. Applicants will be required to undergo
appropriate Disclosure & Barring Service checks. We
have a clear policy in respect of safeguarding our vulnerable students.
Closing date for applications: 9 May 2014
Salary based on experience and qualifications to
be discussed at interview.
Please contact us for further information:
The Recruitment Group, The Mount Camphill
Community
Faircrouch Lane, Wadhurst, East Sussex, TN5 6PT UK
+44(0)1892 782025
email: recruitment@mountcamphill.org
website: www.mountcamphill.org
Self Catering Holiday House: The White House Killin
Set within the beautiful
Loch Lomond and
Trossachs National Park,
The White House is in an
ideal location to explore
the natural beauty of
Highland Perthshire,
Scotland. Situated in a
secluded setting near
the shores of Loch Tay, this area offers outstanding opportunities
for touring, walking, cycling, bird watching and canoeing.
Comprises 5 bedrooms with accommodation
for up to 12 persons sharing.
contact ueli@ochiltowerschool.org for a brochure and availability

Self portrait by Frank Auerbach

The Dove Logo of the Camphill movement is a symbol of the pure, spiritual principle which underlies the physical human form.
Uniting soon after conception with the hereditary body, it lives on unimpaired in each human individual.
It is the aim of the Camphill movement to stand for this ’Image of the Human Being’ as expounded in Rudolf Steiner’s work,
so that contemporary knowledge of the human being may be enflamed by the power of love.
Camphill Correspondence tries to facilitate this work through free exchange within and beyond the Camphill movement.
Therefore, the Staff of Mercury, the sign of communication which binds the parts of the organism into the whole,
is combined with the Dove in the logo of Camphill Correspondence.
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